Let g(z) be analytic and \g(z)\^l in \z\<\; g(z)= iLi>atzk, p^l, then a sharp upper bound is derived for \g'(z)\.
In this paper distortion theorems are established for the derivative of analytic functions of two types; first, functions bounded by the constant one in the unit disc, and secondly for functions whose real part is bounded from below.
In the literature frequent use is made of known upper bounds for the modulus of the derivative of an analytic function bounded in the unit disc. The first theorem in this paper establishes a more powerful inequality based on the additional assumption that the function vanishes at the origin. In the consequent theorems this result is applied to functions which assume values in a half plane. An estimate due to Goluzin [3, p. 290] yields the inequality i/xzji^pizr^i-i/iz^/a-izi2*) for a function/(z), regular and |/(z)|^l in |z|<l with expansion f(z)= co+2£=j> V1, p=l-However this bound will not be assumed for a function vanishing at the origin and it is the object of the first theorem to obtain an improved estimate for functions with c0=0. Theorem 1. For |z|<l, let g(z) be regular, |g(z)|:_l and have the expansion g(z) = 2k=v a^v, P^ ; then
Proof. It follows from the maximum modulus theorem that for a function g(z) defined as in the hypothesis of our theorem we have [February
The function/(z) can be written
where |<£(z)|_T. The condition/(0)=0=>/(z0)=z0f/>(0). Using the notation \<f>(0)\=a, we obtain [1, p. 19]:
After simplification the following inequality is obtained by differentiating (2), substituting in the result the bounds obtained by putting z=z0 in (3) and (4):
The maximum of the right-hand side is assumed for a=p(l -|z|2)/2|z|. The requirement a<l is met for \z\ = ([l+p2]112-l)jp which yields the estimate (lb). Case (la) follows for a=l. For p=l the Goluzin inequality reduces to the well-known bound for the absolute value of the derivative, and Theorem 1 reduces to the known improvement due to Dieudonné [1, p. 19] .
In Theorem 1 equality in (la) is obtained for the function f(z)=el6z, g(z) = e'ezp. For bound (lb), the extremal function must have the form g(z) = e-t9z"(z-f-<i>)/(l-|-Z>z). For simplicity b may be chosen real, and equality is obtained for real z0>0, and |z0|>[(l+/?2)1/2-l]/?-1, if
The rest of this paper deals with applications to functions which assume values in a half plane. where c=l-2a.
Proof. Let g(z)=(h(z)-\)l(h(z)+c)=bl,zT'+-• ■, then g(z)
is analytic for |z|<l, \g(z)[<\z\», \h'(z)\ = \g'(z)\ \h(z)+c\2l(c+l). Applying the estimate of the previous theorem for |g'(z)l> we obtain bounds (5a) and (5b).
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In Theorem 2 the extremal functions h(z) correspond to the extremal functions g(z) of Theorem 1. In Theorem 2, p=l, the functions h(z)= (l+cz)l(l-z) and h(z) = (l+b(l+c)z+cz2)/(l-z2) will have derivatives assuming the upper bounds (5a) and (5b). The function h(z)= (l+czp)j(l-zp) is extremal for arbitrary/?. Estimates for the upper bounds of \h'(z)\ were obtained by Tonti and Trahan [5] . These were derived on the same assumptions as this paper; being based on the standard inequalities for the derivative of bounded function, the results were less sharp.
In the following theorems estimates are derived for the derivative h'(z) independent of the value of the function h(z). Proof.
With the notation of the proof in Theorem 2 we obtain h(
where g(z) is subordinate to z. By calculations similar to that of Theorem 1 the following estimate is found to hold :
This is a monotonically increasing function of a; (6) is obtained by substitution of a=\. In the proof h'(z)\h(z) is calculated in terms of g'(z) and g(z). With the previous notation we obtain \h'(z)\h(z)\ = (c + \)(a + |z|)/(l -|z|2)(l + ca \z\).
The result of the theorem follows for a-I.
Theorem 4 reduces to the result of MacGregor [4] for a function with positive real part, c-l and to the estimate obtained by Causey and Merkes [2] for a=J or c=0.
The last two theorems refer again to the special case of the function h(z) with missing terms. which leads to a radius of convexity |z|( -1 + [1+c]1/2)/c, c>0, for functions of this class. However this estimate is sharp only for c= 1 [4] .
